TIBCO PSG Digital Academy

INTRODUCTION

We want you!

Are you interested in IT topics? Do you want learn cutting-edge technology? You are the right candidates to attend the TIBCO PSG Digital Academy. 25 students of the 5th year of Engineering (mathematics, physics, electricity, mechanics, management, IT, automation, electronics, energy, aerospace, transport) will be selected to undertake a training course that includes online sessions with practical cases and project work (individual and group). Participants will be immersed in a context characterized by innovation, competence and sharing, with the aim of giving space to their talent in the digital age.

WHAT IS?

TIBCO PSG Digital Academy, is the program launched by TIBCO, in collaboration with some of the major Italian universities. The Academy allows a selection of 25 talents to approach the world of work through an immersive approach, combining online sessions with a more practical part with the development of project work in close contact with TIBCO Architects.

WHY SIGN UP?

- **NO STOP TRAINING**: You will deepen themes and trends related to
the IT world, and how TIBCO technology enables digital transformation by developing new skills. You can do it directly from your home!

- **WELCOME TO TIBCO WORLD:** You will get to know and deal with TIBCO Managers and Architect with whom you can also collaborate concrely on business projects.
- **JOB OPPORTUNITY:** You will have the opportunity, once the course is finished, to join the TIBCO world (& main partner) for thesis projects, internships and apprenticeships.

**THE JOURNEY**

- Pre-phase of talent selection before the Academy
- The Academy will last 4 weeks in a virtual room (no onsite due to COVID). Discover the updated program.

**MODULS**

**TOPIC:**
- Project life approach and Enterprise context experience
- IT Fundamentals
- TIBCO Integration Platform Deep Dive
- Scheduled checkpoint
- Real use cases

**EFFORT 4 weeks:**
- 1 Week “Basic IT concepts”
- 1 week “TIBCO Integration Platform” (Scheduled checkpoint)
- 1 week “TIBCO on Cloud” (PAAS deep Dive)
- 1 week “Real Life Project Scenario”

**SPEAKER:**

Each TIBCO PSG Architect, in dealing with the topic of the module, will present one or more practical and real cases relating to the topic. From theory to practice in zero time.

**SELECTION REGISTRATION**

Use the following link to register to selection phase

https://forms.gle/b2EoZM7DrBcf7akp6